Abstract. For general data, the number of complex solutions to the likelihood equations is constant and this number is called the (maximum likelihood) ML-degree of the model. In this article, we describe the special locus of data for which the likelihood equations have a solution in the model's singular locus.
Introduction
Maximum likelihood estimation is an important problem in statistics. On a statistical model, one wishes to maximize the likelihood function for given data. The algebraic approach to this problem determines every critical point of the likelihood function on the the model's closure. For general data there will be finitely many regular complex critical points. Moreover, this number remains constant and is called the maximum likelihood degree of the statistical model. The (ML) maximum likelihood degree was introduced in [3] and [11] . In [12] Huh relates the ML degree of a smooth model to a topological Euler characteristic and used topological methods to classify varieties with ML degree one [13] . Recently, Euler characteristics and Gaussian degrees have been used to answer questions about the ML degree of a singular variety [2, 17, 19] .
One reason to study the ML degree is because continuous deformations of the data induce continuous deformations of the critical points. So by deforming generic data to specific data, we are able to determine the critical points of the likelihood function as seen in [9] for example. For most choices of specific data, the critical points deform to distinct and regular critical points. However, for special choices of specific data, special behavior may occur. One type of special behavior is when the deformed critical points are no longer distinct. This was discussed from a computational view in [16] for the likelihood equations.
In this paper we discuss a different type of special behavior. We are interested in deformations of data leading a critical point into the singular locus. We call the closure of this type of special data the (ML) maximum likelihood data singular locus.
Our main theorem bounds the data singular locus. We give an algebraic variety contained in the data singular locus and an algebraic variety containing the data singular locus. These bounds connect dual varieties and Hadamard geometry to the ML data singular locus. We will give examples to show these bounds are strict. Theorem 1. Let X be an algebraic statistical model in P n+1 . Then, the following two inclusions hold
where DS(X) is the data singular locus, X * is the dual variety, X sing \H is the open part of the singular locus where none of the coordinates are zero and the Hadamard product * is considered as in (2).
An illustrating example is the following. 
in the unknowns p 0 , p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p s . For almost all choices of data there are 10 distinct regular critical points of the likelihood function on X, meaning the ML degree is 10. Complex valued data is not statistically meaningful because the corresponding critical points will also be complex. But with homotopy continuation, when we deform generic complex valued data to specific real valued data, we also deform the complex critical points to critical points that are statistically meaningful.
For example, for the data u = (90, 2, 3, 5), we have 10 real critical points of which 6 have positive p-coordinates and in the probability simplex. But if we deform to special data, for example u = (10, 20, 30, 20) , one of the 10 critical points will go into the singular locus.
In fact, any data u satisfying the algebraic relation
will yield a critical point that is contained in the singular locus of X. This is illustrated in the following picture. We fix u 3 = 50. The data singular locus plotted in the u 0 , u 1 , u 2 -coordinates is below. For data on the curve, we have a critical point going into the singular locus. Figure 1 . The surface defined by defined by −12500 − 100u 0 + 3u
The central object in this paper is the data singular locus, which is given by the polynomial above. By convention, we introduce the coordinate u s and the relation (u 0 + u 1 + u 2 + u 3 ) + u s = 0. After doing so, our theorem says that data singular locus contains the point [ The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we recall a geometric formulation of the maximum likelihood estimation problem in terms of the (extended) likelihood correspondence [14] and dual varieties [15] . Section 3, includes the rigorous definition of the data singular locus and our main result followed by subsection 3.1 containing illustrating examples. In Section 4, we conclude by mentioning how our results are related to Hadamard-geometry. Indeed our results can be considered the multiplicative (Hadamard) analog of the recent work of [10] which uses Minkowski sums for the data singular locus related to the Euclidean Distance function and ED-degree [6] .
The likelihood correspondence and dual varieties
An algebraic statistical model X for us is an algebraic variety in P n+1 that is contained in the hyperplane defined by p 0 + p 1 + · · · + p n − p s = 0. The p s is a homogenization coordinate to keep track of the sum of coordinates p 0 , . . . , p n . The radical ideal defining X is denoted by F X .
Our algebraic statistical model is the Zariski closure of a statistical model M that's over the real numbers. A data set (u 0 , . . . , u n ) has u i counting the number of times event i occurs. A probability distribution (p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p n ) has p i giving the probability of observing event i. For fixed data, the likelihood function is the monomial n i=0 p ui i measuring the likelihood of the data u with respect to a probability distribution p. The maximum likelihood estimation problem for fixed data u is to maximize the likelihood function on the statistical model M.
In applied algebraic geometry, we work with Zariski closures in projective space. These spaces are compact and have a nice geometry. In algebraic statistics, we take this geometric information to make conclusions about the underlying statistical model. In this section we will introduce the algebraic approach to maximum likelihood estimation. This approach finds critical points of the homogenized likelihood function p
One of these critical points corresponds to the global maximum of the likelihood function on M when the maximizer is in the interior of M. All the information to determine critical points of the likelihood function is encoded in the so called extended likelihood correspondence. In order to define this object first we have to recall the conormal variety. For a more detailed reference on computing conormal varieties one can see [18] .
For a variety X of P n+1 with coordinates p 0 , . . . , p n , p s , the conormal variety
is defined as the following:
where X reg is the regular locus of X (the collection of nonsingular points). The projection of the conormal variety to the b-coordinates is the dual variety X * . So we have X * := π b (N X ) and denote the radical ideal defining X * by F X * Example 3. In this example, we recall how to compute the conormal variety. Let X be as in Example 2. The Jacobian of X is the matrix of partial derivatives of the defining equations of X. The rows are indexed by equations and columns by unknowns. The conormal variety is defined using the Jacobian of X augmented by the unknowns b 0 , . . . , b s . Let F minors denote the ideal generated by the c+1-minors of the augmented Jacobian below, where c is the codimension of X:
Because the singular points of X always cause these minors to vanish, one has to saturate by the singular locus. We denote the radical ideal defining X sing by F Xsing . The ideal of N X is equal to (F minors + F X ) : (F Xsing ) ∞ . We denote this ideal by F N . The conormal variety has an ideal F N generated by the generators of F X , the generators of F X * , 1 bilinear polynomial, six degree {1, 2} polynomials, and nine degree {2, 1} polynomials.
The extended likelihood correspondence attaches extra information to each point of the conormal variety. These are triples (p,
There are many natural projections of the extended likelihood correspondence to consider. The projection π p,b maps E X to the conormal variety N X . The projection π p , π b , and π u project to X, X * , and P n+1 respectively. The degree of the projection of the fibers of π p , π b , and π u equal the degree of X, degree of X * and ML degree of X respectively.
The map π p,u projects to what is called the likelihood correspondence L X [14] . Typically the likelihood correspondence ignores the the coordinate p s and u s because u s = −(u 0 + · · · + u n ) and p s = p 0 + · · · + p n . But for cleaner theorems we account for these homogenizing coordinates.
Let F Hada denote the ideal generated by the 2-minors of
A subtle issue is when the top row or bottom row of the matrix above is identically zero. So we let T denote the ideal (
The ideal of the extended likelihood correspondence is given by (F N + F Hada ) : (T )
∞ . Eliminating the b-unknowns produces the likelihood correspondence. Eliminating the b and u unknowns produces the variety X. Eliminating the p and u unknowns produces the variety X * . Eliminating the p, b produces a P n contained in P n+1 u ; the degree of the fiber over a general point of this projection equals the ML degree of X; the p coordinates of the fiber over data u correspond to critical points of the likelihood function.
Consider a projective variety X in P Remark 5. It is important to distinguish Hadamard products with respect to a hypersurface (or more generally a variety) between the usual Hadamard product (which can be considered as with respect to the entire space). The reason why we take the Hadamard product with respect to p 0 b 0 + · · · + p n b n + p s b s is because the conormal variety is always contained in the corresponding hypersurface.
Computing the data singular locus and Main result
Our central object of study is the data singular locus. Geometrically this is determined by first intersecting the extended likelihood correspondence with the set S := π −1 p (X sing \ H) where H is defined by p 0 . . . p n p s and then projecting to data space. The data singular locus is denoted by DS(X) (abbreviating "data singular") and in symbols we have the data singular locus is
One can compute the ML data singular locus in the following way. Let F N denote the ideal defining the conormal variety N X . Recall F Hada denotes the ideal generated by the 2 × 2 minors of (1). Then, the polynomials of the ideal F E := (F N + F Hada ) witness E X ; by witness we mean the these equations define E X after saturating by extraneous components. These extraneous components are contained in the coordinate hyperplanes. Let F Xsing denote the ideal of X sing . Then, the data singular locus is the eliminant of (F E + F Xsing ) :
∞ in the u coordinates.
Example 6. We summarize the discussion above with the following code written in Macaulay2 [7] .
-p are the primal unknowns corresponding to probabilities.
--b are the dual unknowns.
--u are the data n=4; R=QQ[p_0..p_(n-1),p_s]**QQ[b_0..b_(n-1),b_s]**QQ[u_0..u_(n-1),u_s]; pList=join(toList(p_0..p_(n-1)),{p_s}); bList=join(toList(b_0..b_(n-1)),{b_s}); uList=join(toList(u_0..u_(n-1)),{u_s});
--f1=f2=0 defines our algebraic statistical model. f=det matrix{{p_0,p_1,p_3},{p_1,p_0,p_2},{p_3,p_2,p_0}}; f1=f; f2=sum pList-2*p_s; I=ideal(f1,f2); --The Hadamard product of the singular locus and the dual decHadamardProductUpstairs=decompose ((Sing+dualVariety+ ideal(sum for i to #pList-1 list pList_i*bList_i))+ minors(2,matrix (for i to #pList-1 list {pList_i*bList_i,uList_i}))) for i in decHadamardProductUpstairs list eliminate(pList|bList, saturate(i,product pList*product bList) ) SingHadaDual=oo_(-1);
The following theorem is the main result of this article.
Theorem 7. Let X be an algebraic statistical model in P n+1 . Then, the following two inclusions hold
Proof. To prove the first inclusion take any point p ∈ X sing \ H, then there is a sequence of regular points of the variety p (k) ∈ X reg , such that p (k) → p with respect to the Euclidean topology. Then the pairs (p To prove the second inclusion, take a point u ∈ DS(X), then there exist sequences
for some p ∈ X sing \ H and some b ∈ P n+1 . Here the convergence is w.r.t. the Euclidean topology. At this moment we don't know if b is an element of the dual, because of the closure in E X . We want to prove that b ∈ X * .
and none of the coordinates of p (k) is zero), then by the definition of E X we have that the sequence
is well defined and it converges inside X * , since X * is Zariski closed (hence closed w.r.t. the Euclidean topology as well). So when passing to the limit we get that b = u/p for some b ∈ X * and p ∈ X sing \ H, so u = p * b ∈ (X sing \ H) * X * .
We have already seen examples of this theorem with Example 2. We include examples below to show different possibilities of strict containments for (1) and (2). 3.1. Examples. In this section we present several useful examples concerning the ML data singular locus. In the first example presented the reader can see that inclusion (1) can be strict and (2) can be an equality.
The data singular locus is determined by 2u 0 − u 1 − u 2 = 0. The bounds according to our theorem are [ (2) is an equality.
In the next example we will see that both inclusions can be strict.
Example 9. Here we consider the algebraic statistical model defined by
After a change of coordinates and dehomogenization this is the Whitney umbrella.. The primary decomposition of X sing \ H has 2 components. The first component is defined by (3p 2 + p 3 − p s , 3p 1 + p 3 − p s , 3p 0 + p 3 − p s ) and the second component is an embedded point [ 
Clearly the singular locus is part of the data singular locus, but not equal to it. On the other side inclusion (2) is also strict, because (X sing \ H) * X * is the whole space, while the data singular locus is of codimension 2.
In the previous example, we see that (X sing \H) * X * has the expected dimension. In general by simple dimension count we get that
In Example 2 and Example 8 (where the second inclusion was an equality) the dimension of (X sing \ H) * X * was less then expected.
Remark 10.
If the open part of the variety X \H is smooth, then as a consequence of Theorem 1, we immediately have that both (1) and (2) are equalities..
Reading through this section the reader could see examples of varieties where: both inclusion were strict, both inclusions were equalities and that inclusion (1) can be strict while (2) is an equality (attaining or not the expected dimension). What the reader could not see is an example where (1) is an equality, while (2) is strict. This raises the following question.
Question 11.
Is there an algebraic statistical model X for which inclusion (1) is an equality, while inclusion (2) is strict?
Throughout the manuscript we have considered only components of X sing that were not contained in the coordinate hyperplanes. The reason for making this restriction is the following. First, from the statistics perspective, if p i = 0 for some i, then the likelihood function vanishes and cannot have such a point be a maximizer. Second, from the mathematics perspective we see in the proof that to have convergence of (4) we must have nonzero p-coordinates. The next example illustrates the failures that occur when we try to consider components in the singular locus and coordinate hyperplanes. So by our definition the data singular locus is empty. Nevertheless, if we try to determine the locus of those data points where one of the critical points is singular we get a variety with three components
It is true that X sing * [1 : 1 : 1 : −1] is a subvariety of this object, and it turns out that X sing * X * = X sing . So this locus is not sandwiched between X sing and X sing * X * , but rather contains data points u for which the corresponding b-s, in the extended likelihood correspondence, do not necessarily lie in the dual variety.
Conclusion
We have studied the maximum likelihood data singular locus in this paper, the locus of data for which one of the critical points to the maximum likelihood equation becomes a singular point. This is a subvariety of the ML-discriminant of the Lagrange likelihood equations, which was studied from a computational point of view in [16] . The study of the ML-discriminant (or it's subvarieties) is an important step towards understanding the MLE, because the ML-degree itself does not characterize the number of statistically relevant critical points. We have to use the ML-discriminant to divide the data space according to the number of meaningful critical points.
Our definition 3 of this locus excludes those points which have a singular critical point on the coordinate hyperplane H, because of the behavior seen in Example 12. So our methods do not cover this situation. If the data contains zeros then one constructs the so called ML-table, as discussed in [8] , which classifies the critical points according to the number of zero coordinates.
Our main result provided upper bounds and lower bounds to the data singular locus and we gave examples showing these bounds are tight (Example 2, Example 8, and Remark 10), but also raising Question 11. Furthermore, the maximum likelihood data singular locus is the multiplicative version of the Euclidean data singular locus [10] , where a similar behavior is visible. In the Euclidean data singular locus the Minkowski sum operation is used instead of the Hadamard product. This is a great analogy between the two notions of algebraic degree.
For future directions, one can study Hadamard products with respect to other hypersurfaces or varieties. Hadamard products have already been studied in [4, 5] in algebraic statistics. Recently, Hadamard products of linear spaces was also studied in [1] . Maximum likelihood estimation and the study of the data singular locus are additional interesting cases of Hadamard geometry.
